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Pedestrian killed, family questions Work on 290
to start by
why driver was released
BY JAMES RIDGWAY, JR.
jridgway@hcnonline.com
On July 2, NW Houston resident Shanice Jackson and her
three friends were struck by a tan
F-150 from behind. Jackson died
from the impact and the driver
was allowed to leave the scene.
Jackson’s family, friends and witnesses from the scene have questioned the decision to not file
charges against the driver.
A nursing assistant, who

wished to remain anonymous,
was first on the scene. She called
911 and followed their instructions in an attempt to resuscitate
Jackson, who, the nurse said, did
not have a pulse.
“There was no driver when I
got there,” the nurse assistant
said.
Meghan Ball, one of the victims hit, said the same.
“He left,” she said. “He hit us,
stopped for a second and kept
going.”

Ball said that the truck was out
of sight seconds after the driver
struck the four teenagers.
Meghan Ball’s sister shortly arrived and said that she witnessed
the same thing: no driver was at
the scene.
Neither the press release nor
the police report mentioned anything about the driver leaving the
scene of the accident.
According to the press release,
the situation was an accident,
and that is why the driver was

not charged with anything.
The police report lists that the
fault belongs to the pedestrians.
Specifically, it was coded “59”,
which translates to “pedestrian
failure to yield right of way to vehicle.”
Ball also said that the four
were walking in a single file line,
but the police report shows Jackson as being in the roadway, a
two-lane thoroughfare with no
See JACKSON, Page 6A

SOUTH AFRICAN FLAVOR
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Johannesburg native, Paul Friedman, proudly shows off his South African fusion restaurant, Peli Peli in Vintage Park.

South African-inspired restaurant is home in Northwest Houston
BY SATARA WILLIAMS
swilliams@hcnonline. com
The scent of blended spices
permeates the air upon entrance to the Peli Peli, a restaurant in the Vintage Park center
in Northwest Houston. The
vivid light streams, festive jazz
tunes, upscale décor, and velvety ambiance are just a few of
the restaurant’s many attractions. Many say the restaurant’s
signature dish, the Flame Pepper Chicken, is one of the
eatery’s best kept secrets.
South African native Paul
Friedman, the master chef and
owner of the restaurant, is the

other.
Friedman owned his first
restaurant in Johannesburg,
South Africa by age 21.
“It only had 45 seats,” he said
with a chuckle. “I did it all. I
was the master chef, the cook,
the staff.”
After two years of being the
boss, he decided to sell the
small diner as a franchise. In
1980, he left his hometown
and settled nearly ten thousand
miles away in Nor thwest
Houston.
“You go through stages and
you don’t know what’s going to
happen in life,” he said. “But in
life there’s always meaning and

purpose. We just don’t know
what it is.”
He recalls an experience that
occurred while on a schoolsanctioned safari at the age of
12. He didn’t know the significance of the event then, but it
forever changed his life.
“The bus driver stops by an
Acacia tree and thirty minutes
later, lions come and sit under
it,” he said with a smirk. “
Twenty-five minutes later a lioness brought a carcass and
started eating it in front of us,”
he said with a full-fledge
smile.
That experience was one that
he said planted the seed for his

restaurant today. He vowed to
one day infuse animals, trees,
and food under one roof.
However, his promise almost
didn’t come to pass, as many
hardships and disheartening
personal experiences led to
Friedman giving up on the
restaurant business for a period
of time. That was until he visited the location of his 58th
restaurant, Peli Peli.
“I saw the place and said I’m
going back to South Africa to
get the tree and I’m going to
bring it back,” he said.
According to Friedman, the
See PELI PELI, Page 6A

Remembering Ryan: Friends memorialize local soldier
BY SAMMIE DAVIS
Sun Intern
United States Army Spc.
Ma t t h e w Ry a n C a t l e t t o f
Northwest Houston was recently laid to rest at Houston National Cemetery. A roadside
bomb in Afghanistan took
Catlett’s life on June 7, along
with the lives of four other soldiers from the 101st Airborne
Division.
“ We b o t h d e p l o y e d t o
Afghanistan within a week of
each other,” said Amber Ferguson, the medic assigned to
Matthew’s team. “I work in a
different area, and when some-

one from the unit is killed or injured, they block out all our
communication. I knew five
soldiers from his unit had died,
but I had no idea who they
were. It was a day or two after
that that they opened up the
communication lines again. I
got a message from his ex-wife
saying I needed to call her. She
never actually said it; I asked if
he was ok and she said no. Then
I asked if he was one of the ones
that were killed and she said yes.
I don't even remember if I said
good-bye before I hung up the
phone. I lost all of my composure at that point. I found a
place that I could be alone and I

sat there crying my heart out for
hours. I never thought anything
like this could happen. I remember the last time I saw him,
I gave him a hug and I listened
to his heart beat, and I remember thinking how strong it
was.”
Catlett’s decision to join the
United States Army stemmed
from a lifelong dream.
“From the time he was 12, he
talked about enlisting,” said his
mother, Jerrie. “From the way
he talked, he wanted to make it
a career.”
Catlett finally enlisted in the
Army after graduating from Cypress Ridge High School in

2005. He was deployed to Iraq
in 2007 and returned in
November 2008. He left for
Afghanistan in April 2010.
“I met him when he got assigned to HHC, 1STB, 1BCT,
101st Airborne Division
(AASLT) as part of the PSD
(personal security detachment)
in 2007,” said friend and fellow
soldier Jason Rodgers. “He was
a great person with a positive attitude, very easy to get along
with and very funny. He was
very good at his job and you
could tell by his dedication that
he wanted to make the Army a
See CATLETT, Page 6A

next summer
BY JENNIFER COGAN
jbranch@hcnonline.com

The US 290 improvement
and expansion project is a
complicated issue with several
moving parts, but ultimately,
years of work will serve as a
benefit to Northwest Houston
residents.
“In terms of the program itself,” said Anikka Rogers, public information officer for the
Texas Department of Transportation “the partnership exists between multiple agencies, including TxDOT and
the Harris County Toll Road
Authority and the Gulf Coast
Rail District.”
Understanding the part
each agency plays in the project is easier when it’s broken
down by part instead of looking at the project as a whole.
TXDOT
TxDOT’s responsibility,
said Rogers, is securing environmental clearance for the
entire 38 miles of the footprint
of the project, which includes
improvements to US 290, improvements to the Hempstead
highway and reserving 50 feet
of right-of-way for high capacity transit.
“Our job,” said Rogers, “is
to get the overall approval for
the environmental process.”
The project begins at the US
290 and 610 interchange and
extends all the way out to the
Harris County line. They will
also be responsible for improvements and US 290 and
Beltway 8, F.M. 1960 and
Highway 6 at the US 290 overpass and expanding lanes on
US 290 out to F.M. 2920.
“We will also add continuous frontage roads and make
improvements to draining according to need,” said Rogers.
The improvement that will
likely make the most impact
on NW Houston residents are
the plans for the 610/US 290
interchange.
“People that are coming in
on 290 have to make a decision
where to go, so traffic weaves as
they make their decision. The
plan in place is to build ramps
that take motorists directly
where they need to go. This
will cut down on weaving in
and out and it will save people
travel time,” said Rogers.
Funding, however, has only
been identified for half of the
project. Proposition 12, approved by voters in 2007, will
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provide for inbound improvements. The agency is currently
looking for sources of funding
to cover outbound improvements.
TxDOT is currently awaiting environmental clearance
to move forward with the improvements to the inbound interchange.
“If we don’t start construction by the summer of 2011,”
Rogers said, “we lose the funding.”
GULF COAST RAIL AUTHORITY
Recently established, the
Gulf Coast Rail Authority
looks to improve the existing
freight rail structure and by
achieving this, open up lines
for high capacity passenger
trains in the area. This is one of
the options the GCRA is looking into for the 50 feet of rightof-way that is to be procured
by TxDOT.
“The initial thinking,” said
Maureen Crocker, interim
president of GCRA, “was that
the right of way could be a
Metro light rail that ran adjacent to the highway.”
Since then, she said Union
Pacific has identified a line
that runs along the frontage
road of US 290 that sees very
light freight traffic and the
company said they would consider selling it to be used for
passenger trains.
“A study is underway to
look at two things,” said
Crocker. “The physical condition of the track and what
might need to be done in order
to run a passenger train from
610 to Hempstead, and what
is the ridership in the corridor.
Is it feasible?”
Crocker said that once the
feasibility is assessed, the next
step is finding funding.
“We fully expect it to be feasible,” she said, “so then the
question is, ‘how do you pay
for it’?”
The rail authority does not
have a dedicated source of
funding, and Crocker said that
a key component could lie in
the next legislative session, beginning in January.
“This is an opportunity for
this region to say ‘look, you really need to give us the tools to
locally fund this project’,”
Crocker said. “It’s very important for the public to know
what’s going on and to tell
their representatives that they
want this passenger train if we
are going to fund it.”
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